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Abstract: Octogen (HMX) is widely used as a high explosive and constituent in plastic explosives,
nuclear devices, and rocket fuel. The direct discharge of wastewater generated during HMX produc-
tion threatens the environment. In this study, we used the electrochemical oxidation (EO) method
with a PbO2-based anode to treat HMX wastewater and investigated its degradation performance,
mechanism, and toxicity evolution under different conditions. The results showed that HMX treated
by EO could achieve a removal efficiency of 81.2% within 180 min at a current density of 70 mA/cm2,
Na2SO4 concentration of 0.25 mol/L, interelectrode distance of 1.0 cm, and pH of 5.0. The degrada-
tion followed pseudo-first-order kinetics (R2 > 0.93). The degradation pathways of HMX in the EO
system have been proposed, including cathode reduction and indirect oxidation by •OH radicals.
The molecular toxicity level (expressed as the transcriptional effect level index) of HMX wastewater
first increased to 1.81 and then decreased to a non-toxic level during the degradation process. Protein
and oxidative stress were the dominant stress categories, possibly because of the intermediates
that evolved during HMX degradation. This study provides new insights into the electrochemical
degradation mechanisms and molecular-level toxicity evolution during HMX degradation. It also
serves as initial evidence for the potential of the EO-enabled method as an alternative for explosive
wastewater treatment with high removal performance, low cost, and low environmental impact.

Keywords: electrochemistry; octogen; wastewater; hydroxyl radical; toxicity

1. Introduction

Octogen [octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX)] is a highly explosive
material widely used in plastic explosives, nuclear devices, rocket fuel, and other prod-
ucts [1]. As a heterocyclic compound with an eight-membered ring, HMX exhibits higher
stability and detonation capacity than other conventional explosives [2,4,6-trinitrotoluene,
hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX)]. However, HMX poses potential threats to
soil microorganisms, plants, animals, and humans [2]. It damages the central nervous,
renal, and hepatic systems of mice and rats when oral exposure levels exceed 200 mg/kg [3].
HMX can also enter the human body through inhalation, dermal contact, and diet, induc-
ing adverse effects on the central nervous system [4]. The US Environmental Protection
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Agency (EPA) recommends that cumulative human exposure to HMX should not exceed
400 µg/L [4]. Owing to the persistent and non-degradable nature of HMX, it may leak
into the surrounding water and soil during production, storage, and application. Con-
tinuous accumulation in the environment may impact living organisms [5] and affect the
functioning of ecosystems [6]. Therefore, methods for the effective removal of HMX are
urgently required.

Biological and physical methods are typically used to treat HMX wastewater. Al-
though physical methods (e.g., membrane separation and reverse osmosis) are effective
and easy to perform, they are expensive and can cause secondary pollution [7,8]. Biological
treatments are the most economical method by which to remove readily biodegradable
organic matter from wastewater. However, high levels of persistent organic matter and
toxic substances, such as HMX, greatly reduce the efficiency of biological treatments [9–11].
Zhao et al. [12] conducted in situ HMX degradation in low-temperature marine sediments
under anaerobic conditions and found that 50 days were required to degrade 50% of the
HMX. Kanekar et al. [13] investigated the potential of soil yeast (Pichia sydowiorum MCM
Y-3) to treat HMX wastewater in a fixed-film bioreactor (FFBR) and found that only 28–50%
of the HMX was removed (HRT of one week). Therefore, it is crucial to choose a method
that can effectively degrade HMX with a low environmental impact. Advanced oxidation
processes (AOPs) can improve the biodegradability of wastewater while simultaneously
treating pollutants [14,15]. Among these processes, the electrochemical oxidation (EO)
process, which utilizes a cathode and anode to convert electric energy into chemical energy
under an external electric field, has been widely used to treat organic wastewater that
is difficult to biodegrade [16]. The EO method can be divided into direct and indirect
oxidation reactions [17]. During direct oxidation, pollutants are adsorbed onto the anode
surface and then oxidized into small-molecule organic matter. Indirect oxidation involves
the oxidation of organic pollutants through the formation of strongly oxidizing intermedi-
ates, such as hydroxyl radicals (•OH), chlorate, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide, during the
electrochemical reaction [18,19]. Because the EO method can completely oxidize organic
pollutants in wastewater and results in lower chemical oxygen demand (COD) and toxic-
ity [20,21], it can be promising for explosive wastewater treatment [22]. Recent studies have
revealed that RDX-containing wastewater can be effectively treated by using EO process,
resulting in 39.2% COD removal and 97.5% RDX removal, as well as significantly increased
biodegradability [16]. A previous study by Bonin et al., elucidated the capability of an EO
system with a boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrode to treat three nitramine explosives
(RDX, HMX, and 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazaisowurtzitane (CL-20)) [23].
However, the high cost of BDD anodes limits their large-scale industrial application [24]. In-
stead, PbO2-based anodes have been widely used in many EO systems and are considered
a valid alternative to BDD electrodes because of their good conductivity, favorable overpo-
tential, high chemical inertness, low cost, and excellent electrocatalytic performance [25–28].
Nonetheless, the application of the PbO2 electrode-based EO system for HMX wastewater
treatment and its optimal operating conditions (e.g., pH and current density) have not been
well studied.

Moreover, limited research has focused on the HMX degradation mechanisms. An-
alyzing the intermediates of HMX is essential to understand its degradation pathway.
Under anaerobic conditions, nitro derivatives are the intermediates formed by the reduc-
tion of the nitro groups on the HMX ring [11,29], mainly forming octahydro-1-nitroso-
3,5,7-trinitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (1NO-HMX) or octahydro-1,5-dinitroso-3,7-dinitro-1,3,5,7-
tetrazocine (2NO-HMX) [29,30]. HMX can be converted to the ring-cleavage products,
methylene nitramine, and bis(hydroxymethyl)nitramine, which are subsequently con-
verted to formaldehyde, formic acid, and nitrous oxide [11,30]. However, the electro-
chemical degradation pathways of HMX have not been studied extensively. In addi-
tion, previous studies regarding the toxicity of energy-containing materials (e.g., RDX
and HMX) are mostly based on cellular and mammalian bioassays [31,32], and little is
known about molecular-level toxicity effects. Gou et al., recently developed a quantitative
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toxicogenomics-based assay by using cellular stress response pathways to reveal the poten-
tial toxicity mechanisms of target toxicants at the transcriptional level [33]. Compared to
conventional resource-intensive, animal-based and isolated bioassays, this high-throughput
assay is more rapid and cost-effective and can capture diverse and perhaps overlapping
modes of action (MOAs) resulting from trace-level chemicals or chemical mixtures. The as-
say has been successfully used to evaluate the toxic effects and safety of nanomaterials and
drinking water [33,34] and is therefore considered suitable for the assessment of molecular
toxicity evolution during HMX degradation.

Therefore, in this study, we used a Ti/PbO2 electrode as the anode and a copper plate
as the cathode to construct the EO system. The effects of different process parameters,
including initial pH, current density, and electrode distance, on HMX degradation were
studied. The energy consumption (EC) for HMX degradation was estimated at varying
operating conditions. Performance optimization and intermediate analysis were conducted
to reveal the EO reaction mechanism, providing critical data and guidance for the industri-
alization of HMX wastewater treatment. The toxicogenomics-based assay was performed
to investigate molecular-level toxicity effects in order to assess the potential health risks
of the treated effluent. The results provide new insights into the electrochemical degra-
dation of HMX and support the development of an effective, economically feasible, and
environmentally friendly method for explosive wastewater treatment.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Performance Optimization of HMX Degradation by Electrochemical Oxidation
2.1.1. Electrolyte Concentration

Na2SO4 is considered a good electrolyte owing to its stability [35]. The effect of Na2SO4
concentration on HMX removal was investigated at a current density of 30 mA/cm2, HMX
concentration of 20 mg/L, interelectrode distance of 1.5 cm, and pH of 7.0. As shown in
Figure 1a, the HMX removal efficiency increased rapidly within 30 min; however it slowed
down thereafter. When the Na2SO4 concentration increased from 0.05 to 0.25 mol/L, the
HMX removal efficiency increased from 50.2% to 64.5%. Figure 1a and Table S1 show the
linear regression of HMX removal over time during electrochemical degradation, where
ln(C0/Ct) increased linearly with time, confirming that electrochemical degradation follows
pseudo-first-order kinetics.

Electrolytes, such as Na2SO4, can facilitate the transport of electrons and ions. Gener-
ally, the conductivity of the EO system increases with increasing electrolyte concentration,
which promotes the production of reactive groups such as •OH, thus increasing the elec-
trooxidation reaction rate [36]. In addition, SO4

2− may be oxidized to S2O8
2, a powerful

oxidizing agent that facilitates the oxidation of organic pollutants [16]. However, excess
electrolyte concentrations lead to the accumulation of excess ions on the surface of the
electrodes [37]. It will prevent the effective contact of organic contaminants, or produce
unstable intermediates such as HO2· radicals, which may be detrimental to the removal of
persistent organic compounds [38]. As shown in Figure S1a, the cell voltage decreased with
the increase of electrolyte concentrations so that the EC was saved. In this study, an Na2SO4
concentration of 0.25 mol/L was found to provide the highest HMX removal efficiency
without adverse effects.
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Figure 1. The effects of different operating parameters on HMX removal efficiency. (a) Electrolyte
concentrations; (b) current densities; (c) electrode distance; (d) initial pH. The inset plot depicts
corresponding pseudo-first-order kinetics.

2.1.2. Current Density

Several studies have concluded that increasing the current density in EO systems can
improve the removal and mineralization efficiency of organic pollutants [39–41]. The effect
of the current density on HMX removal was investigated at an electrolyte concentration
of 0.25 mol/L, HMX concentration of 20 mg/L, interelectrode distance of 1.5 cm, and pH
of 7.0. As shown in Figure 1b, HMX removal increased as the applied current density
increased from 10 to 70 mA/cm2. At a current density of 70 mA/cm2, the HMX removal
performance was significantly higher than that under other current density conditions. The
HMX removal efficiency increased rapidly during the first 90 min, after which the rate of
increase decreased, reaching a maximum removal efficiency of 78.6% at 180 min. Kinetic
fitting of the HMX degradation curve at different current densities revealed a degradation
rate constant of 5.4 × 10−2 to 9.0 × 10−2 min−1 (Table S1). Notably, the degradation rate
of the contaminants increased slowly when the current density was increased from 10 to
50 mA/cm2, whereas the degradation rate increased significantly when the current density
was increased to 70 mA/cm2.

Previous studies have reported that anodic oxidation is mass-transfer-controlled un-
der low pollutants concentration or high current density conditions [42–44]. In this study,
the initial HMX concentration was set constantly at 20 mg/L, resulting in the same and
relatively limited mass transfer rate for all the tests. Therefore, the increase in the applied
current density would not enhance the electrochemical oxidation rate of HMX significantly.
Meanwhile, a continuous increase in the current density could lead to higher •OH produc-
tion and electron transfer rate between the electrode surface and HMX molecules. Because
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HMX is a heterocyclic nitramine whose structure is less electron-rich than the other aro-
matic nitramines, it is more difficult for •OH to attach to the heterocyclic compound [22,45].
Therefore, other degradation pathways (e.g., reduction on the cathode) rather than •OH
radical oxidation should contribute more to HMX degradation when the current density
increases to 70 mA/cm2, resulting in a higher degradation rate. The HMX removal per-
formance may be improved with an even higher current density. However, the EC values
largely increased from 0.50 to 4.47 kWh/g (Figure S1b and Table S3) due to the increasing
voltage and enhanced side reaction. It would also result in higher carbon emissions, which
is not feasible for real wastewater treatment. Therefore, the current density of 70 mA/cm2

was deemed the optimal condition for the following experiments.

2.1.3. Interelectrode Distance

The effect of interelectrode distance on HMX removal was investigated at a current
density of 70 mA/cm2, electrolyte concentration of 0.25 mol/L, HMX concentration of
20 mg/L, and pH of 7.0. Figure 1c shows that the interelectrode distance did not sig-
nificantly affect the HMX removal efficiency, which was stable at approximately 75%.
In general, the electric field intensity between the electrodes decreased with increasing
interelectrode distance. The organic oxidation rate at the anode is faster with a shorter in-
terelectrode distance, which may be attributed to better electrolytic performance at shorter
diffusion distances [44]. When the interelectrode distance increased, the potential difference
between the solution and anode decreased and weakened the driving force of the mass
transfer. An increase in the mass transfer distance also reduces the concentration gradient
of the solution and increases the resistance to mass transfer [46], thus leading to a decrease
in the degradation performance. However, excessive reduction in the electrode distance
leads to electrode breakdown or electrode short circuits [44,47]. Based on the obtained
results (Figure 1c), an electrode plate spacing of 1.0 cm was considered optimal.

2.1.4. pH

The pH of the solution will affect the removal performance of organic pollutants in
EO systems [48–50]. Strongly acidic (pH 3.0), acidic (pH 5.0), neutral (pH 7.0), and basic
(pH 9.0) conditions were selected to assess the effect of pH on HMX removal (Figure 1d).
After 180 min of EO treatment, the HMX removal efficiency reached 81.2% under acidic
conditions (pH 5), whereas the efficiency was only 62.4% under alkaline conditions (pH
9). Kinetic fitting of the HMX degradation curves at different pH values revealed that the
degradation rate constant was 4.9 × 10−2 to 9.2 × 10−2 min−1 (Table S1). It was observed
that the oxidation potential of •OH was higher under acidic conditions (+2.85 V) than under
basic conditions (+2.02 V) [51], suggesting that the EO system would have better pollutant
treatment performance under acidic conditions. An increase in the solution pH reduces
the oxygen evolution potential (OEP), facilitating the oxygen evolution reaction (OER),
and thus reducing the pollutant removal efficiency [52]. Similar results were observed
when the carbon felt/PbO2 anode was used for diuron degradation, and the highest
efficiency was detected at lower pH values [53,54]. However, if the acidity is too strong, the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) will be violent, which will also reduce the treatment
performance [55] and the lifetime of the Ti/PbO2 electrode [56]. Additionally, the changes
in calculated EC values (Figure S1d) suggested that the initial pH of 5.0 was more favorable
for both HMX degradation and cost savings.

2.2. Possible Electrochemical Degradation Mechanism of HMX

The electrochemical degradation intermediates of HMX were analyzed by using
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC−MS/MS). Table S2 and Figure
S2 show the MS results for HMX intermediates within 180 min of EO treatment. Based
on these results, two possible HMX degradation pathways were identified (Figure 2). In
pathway A, the nitro group on HMX is reduced on the Cu cathode of the EO system to
produce the mononitro derivative 1NO-HMX (intermediate I, m/z = 281), which is similar
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to the previously reported microbial degradation mechanism of HMX [57]. Intermediate II
(m/z = 234) contains an active imine bond (C=N) and is formed by N−denitration [58]. This
intermediate reacts with water to form unstable α-hydroxy-alkylnitramine (intermediate
III, m/z = 252) and then produces 4−nitro−2,4−diazabutanal (intermediate IV, m/z = 120),
N2O, and formaldehyde via ring cleavage [58]. In pathway B, the •OH generated by the EO
process reacts with the carbon radical of HMX to generate hydroxyl-containing intermediate
V (m/z = 313). Intermediate V would subsequently undergo ring cleavage to generate other
intermediates such as methylene dinitramine and urea [59]. Both these by-products can be
oxidized to form acetamide and formic acid, which continue to be oxidized, accompanied
by the formation of NO3

− and/or NH4
+. Although some of the small-molecule substances

were not determined in this study, methylene dinitramine (intermediate VI, m/z = 137) was
detected, which was also found in the HMX degradation process by municipal anaerobic
sludge [30].

Figure 2. Possible pathways for the electrochemical degradation of HMX. Square brackets indicate
undetected compounds.

To further prove the proposed pathway and evaluate the contribution of •OH to HMX
degradation, a quenching experiment was conducted by adding tert-butanol (TBA) to the
EO system. TBA is a strong •OH scavenger that is widely used to differentiate between
direct oxidation and degradation with •OH radicals [60]. As shown in Figure S3, HMX
removal efficiency decreased to 73.3% in the presence of 10 mM TBA. An increase in TBA
concentration further inhibits HMX degradation. With the addition of 50 mM TBA, HMX
removal efficiency was reduced to 48.6%. This demonstrates that indirect oxidation by
•OH radicals (pathway B) plays an important role in HMX degradation, although cathode
reduction (pathway A) or other electrocatalytic degradation mechanisms [37,61,62] will
also be responsible for HMX degradation, but require further study.

2.3. Molecular-Level Toxicity Evolution during HMX Degradation
2.3.1. Molecular Toxicity Potency

A total of 114 reporter genes (Table S3) in five major stress categories (DNA stress,
oxidative stress, protein stress, membrane stress, and general stress) were investigated to
detect changes in their expression levels during HMX degradation. A slight increase in the
overall transcriptional effect level index (TELI) value from 1.68 to 1.81 within 60 min was
observed (Figure 3a), which could be attributed to the generation of relatively more toxic
intermediates than HMX in the early stages of degradation. As these intermediates were
further degraded to non-toxic end products (e.g., CO2 and H2O), the TELI values decreased,
reaching a non-toxic level of 1.48 (<the threshold value of 1.5) at 180 min. According to
the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (Figure 3b), the main stress response pathways
induced during the HMX degradation process were protein stress and oxidative stress. The
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TELIprotein and TELIoxidative reached a maximum value of 3.35 and 1.86 at 30 and 60 min,
respectively. At 180 min, both values decreased to a minimum of 1.93 and 1.51, respectively.

Figure 3. (a) The TELI-based toxicity profile changes during the electrochemical oxidation of HMX.
(a) The TELI values for the 5 stress response categories and total TELI; (b) the TELI values for genes.
The green star (F) indicates the significantly affected (p < 0.05) stress response categories revealed by
the gene set enrichment analysis.

2.3.2. Molecular-Level Toxicity Effects

To further provide mechanistic insights into the evolution of molecular toxicity during
HMX degradation, the differentially expressed genes (TELIgene > 1.5) in the major stress
categories (i.e., oxidative and protein stress) based on the TELI profiles and GSEA results
were investigated (Figure 4). The number of genes showing altered expression during
HMX degradation (Figure S4) increased from 24 at the initial stage to 35 at 60 min and then
decreased to 30 at 180 min. Similarly, as shown in the hierarchical cluster (HCL) analysis
diagram (Figure S5), the upregulated genes (e.g., yeaE, zntA, and tam) and downregulated
genes (e.g., yeiG, emrA, yaaA, fpr, ibpB, clpB, rpoD, dnaJ, trxA, lon, trxC, htpX) were observed
mainly from 0 to 90 min, whereas the altered gene expression was not significant at 180 min.
These results suggest that, during the first 90 min, the degradation process produced
more toxic intermediates, which could be further degraded and converted into less toxic
end-products.
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Figure 4. Major stress response pathways and biomarker genes showed altered expression
(TELIgene > 1.5) during the electrochemical oxidation of HMX. The genes were clustered into subcate-
gories based on their functions and involvement in various pathways (Table S1).

For oxidative stress, the differential expression of reactive oxygen species (ROS) sen-
sors, including oxyR, soxR, and soxS, were induced during HMX degradation. The expres-
sion of these genes in stressful environments can scavenge oxidative free radicals and resist
oxidative stress [63]. Dysregulation of oxyR was observed from 0 to 90 min during HMX
degradation, suggesting that chemical mixtures (HMX or its degradation intermediates) led
to the production of cellular ROS. At the end of the test, no differential expression of ROS
sensor-related genes was observed, indicating a decreased level of ROS-induced oxidative
stress. We also found that the catalase/hydroperoxidase gene katG [64,65] was dysregu-
lated from 0 to 90 min, indicating that H2O2 may be produced from O2 at the cathode [66].
In addition, biomarkers involved in the detoxification pathway were dysregulated. For
example, the yaaA gene, which is associated with cellular stress responses to peroxides, can
be induced by the expression of the oxyR gene [67,68]. The fpr gene encoding a G protein-
coupled receptor can be induced by exposure to H2O2 [69]. The number of dysregulated
genes in the detoxification sub-pathway increased to 9 at 60 min and then decreased to 7
at 90–180 min, suggesting the generation of more toxic intermediate products, that could
induce oxidative stress, at the beginning of the test, but that will further degrade to less or
non-toxic end-products.

For the protein stress pathway, seven of the 12 genes showed altered expression
during HMX degradation (Figure 4), whereas rpoD and lon were not perturbed at 180 min.
Genes rpoD and lon regulate the synthesis of the RNA polymerase sigma factor and Lon
proteases, respectively [70–72]. Lon proteases are required for the degradation of misfolded
proteins. Therefore, the lack of dysregulation of those genes at 180 min indicates that the
end products did not cause substantial protein misfolding.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Chemicals

HMX (C4H8N8O8, ≥99%) was obtained from Xi’an Modern Chemistry Research
Institute (Xi’an, China). Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, ≥99%), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, ≥99%),
sodium hydroxide (NaOH pellets, ≥98%), and tert-butanol (TBA) were purchased from
China National Medicines Co. Ltd. (Beijing, China). Minimal medium (M9) was purchased
from Ruichu Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Funing, China).

3.2. Experimental Design

The electrochemical reactor (8.7 × 9.2 × 12 cm, 500 mL) is shown in Figure 5. The
dimensions of the Ti/PbO2 anode and Cu cathode were 5 cm × 10 cm and 5 cm × 6 cm,
respectively. The initial concentration of HMX was 20 mg/L. Because the performance of
the EO system can be affected by various operating conditions [44], different influencing
factors including Na2SO4 electrolyte concentrations (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mol/L), applied
current densities (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 70 mA/cm2), anode-cathode distance (0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, and 2.5 cm), and initial solution pH values (3.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0) were selected for factor
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analysis. The specifically detailed single-factor experimental parameter design is shown
in Table S4. The levels of the different factors were selected based on a previous study by
using an electrocatalytic reaction for RDX wastewater treatment [16]. The pH of the HMX
wastewater was adjusted by using diluted H2SO4 (1 mol/L) and NaOH (1 mol/L). Samples
were collected at different treatment time intervals and passed through a 0.45 µm filter.
The supernatant was stored in vials until the HMX was measured by high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC). All samples were analyzed at least in triplicate during
the experiment to measure HMX concentrations. All test solutions were collected from
the supernatant, passed through a 0.45 µm filter, and stored in vials until HPLC analysis.
After determining the optimal experimental conditions, HMX wastewater was collected at
different treatment times for intermediate product and toxicity analyses.

Figure 5. Electro-oxidation system for HMX wastewater treatment (1. DC power supply, 2. Copper
wire, 3. Anode, 4. Cathode, 5. Electrolyte solution, 6. Rotor, 7. Magnetic stirrer).

3.3. Chemical Analysis

The concentration of HMX in the solution was determined and quantified by using
HPLC (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and a UV detector at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min.
The detection wavelength of HMX was 236 nm with a column temperature of 35 ◦C. The
mobile phase consisted of 40% acetonitrile and 60% water (v/v) The injection volume was
20 µL. The HMX removal efficiency was calculated as Equation (1):

R (%) = 1 − (C0/Ct) × 100% (1)

where C0 and Ct are the initial and residual concentrations of HMX at different
times, respectively.

The HMX degradation products were further analyzed by using LC-MS/MS. The
mass spectrometer (U3000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was equipped
with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source and operated in the positive ESI mode.

3.4. Radical Scavenger Experiment

To investigate the role of •OH in HMX degradation, TBA scavengers at different
concentrations (10, 20, and 50 mM) were added to the EO system at the beginning of the
test. The HMX removal efficiency was measured after 3 h, as described in Section 3.3.

3.5. Toxicity Analysis

A toxicity analysis of HMX wastewater was performed by using a library of
114 transcriptional fusions of the green fluorescent protein (GFP), which included dif-
ferent promoters controlling the expression of genes involved in five known stress response
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pathways, namely: oxidative, DNA, protein, membrane, and general stress pathways
(Table S2) in E. coli K12 and MG1655. A detailed toxicogenomic assay was conducted
according to previous studies [32,73]. Briefly, E. coli cells were grown with 1 × M9 in
clear-bottom black 384-well plates (Costar, Bethesda, MD, USA) for 5–6 h at 37 ◦C to reach
early exponential growth (optical density value (OD600) of ~0.2). Ten microliters of HMX
samples at different degradation times were added to each well of the 384-well plate. The
plate was then placed in a microplate reader (Cytation 5, Bio-Tek, Winooski, VT, USA)
to simultaneously measure OD600 for cell growth and GFP signals (excitation at 485 nm,
emission at 528 nm) at a time interval of 5 min for 2 h. All tests were performed in the dark
and repeated three times.

3.6. Toxicogenomics Data Analysis

Gene expression profiling data from E. coli libraries were processed as previously
described [30,57]. All the data was corrected for various controls, including a blank with
medium control (with and without HMX samples) and promoterless bacterial controls
(with and without HMX samples). The alteration in gene expression for a given gene at
each time point, due to HMX sample exposure, relative to the vehicle control condition,
without any HMX sample exposure, also referred to as induction factor I, was represented
by I = Pe/Pc, where Pe = (GFP/OD)experiment as the normalized gene expression GFP level
in the experimental condition with HMX sample exposure and Pc = (GFP/OD)vehicle in the
vehicle control condition without any HMX sample exposure.

The quantitative molecular endpoint, the TELI, was calculated by integrating the
temporal dysregulation of I values over the exposure time, as previously described [30,57].
A TELI value above the threshold of 1.5 was considered toxicity-positive [73].

3.7. Cost Estimation

To evaluate the application potential of EO systems, the energy consumption (EC)
analysis was conducted based on Equation (2) [74],

Electrical energy consumption (kwh/g) = Ucell
IT

V ∗ (Ct − C0)
, (2)

where Ucell is the average of applied voltage (V), I is the current (A), T is the time (h), V
is the sample volume (L), C0 and Ct are the initial and residual concentrations of HMX at
different times.

3.8. Data Processing

Bar and scatter plots were drawn by using the Origin 2021 software (OriginLab
Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). Red, black, and green heat maps were plotted in
Excel 2016 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). To assess the activity of stress categories or
genes, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed by sorting the gene list by TELI
values, as described by Subramanian et al. [75]. For each stress response category, GSEA
calculates the enrichment score; that is, it examines the genes sorted by TELI from highest
to lowest, and gives a positive statistical value (i.e., rewarding score) if the gene belongs
to the pathway of interest; otherwise, it gives a negative score (i.e., penalizing score). The
significance of each pathway (p < 0.05) was determined by comparing its ranking score
with the corresponding empirical distribution.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that an EO system with a Ti/PbO2 electrode can be em-
ployed for HMX wastewater treatment. The highest HMX removal efficiency of 81.2%
was achieved within 180 min at a current density of 70 mA/cm2, Na2SO4 concentration
of 0.25 mol/L, interelectrode distance of 1.0 cm, and pH of 5.0. The degradation interme-
diates of the HMX wastewater suggest two possible electrochemical pathways: cathode
reduction and indirect oxidation by •OH radicals. Protein and oxidative stress were the
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key stress categories in HMX wastewater. The intermediates generated during the first 90
min of degradation had relatively higher molecular toxicity levels and were then gradually
converted to less toxic or non-toxic end-products. Our study provides new insights into
performance optimization, degradation pathways, and molecular-level toxicity evolution
during HMX degradation. More extensive studies regarding electrode material develop-
ment, EO reaction mechanisms, and potential health risks of real wastewater are needed for
an in-depth and comprehensive understanding of EO-enabled methods, and for developing
a promising explosive wastewater treatment method with high removal performance and
low environmental impact.
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under optimal conditions in the presence of different TBA concentrations; Figure S4: The number
of genes showing altered expression (TELIgene > 1.5) during the electrochemical oxidation of HMX;
Figure S5: Hierarchical cluster (HCL) analysis diagram based on differential gene expressions (mean
lnI, n = 3) of 114 selected stress genes in E. coli in exposure to the HMX samples at different times (Red
colors indicate up-regulation, green colors indicate down-regulation); Table S1: Kinetics and energy
consumption of HMX degradation under different operating conditions.; Table S2. Main degradation
intermediates of HMX; Table S3: Stress gene bank and its main functions; Table S4: Single-factor
experimental design.
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